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From the back cover: Living Religions: A Brief Introduction is a brief edition of Live Religion, the fourth edition. It is a stimulating overview of the modern religious world. By studying the historical events and teachings of traditional faiths, indigenous religions and new religious movements, this short edition
examines how each of these traditions has evolved into modern beliefs and practices. It examines the changing nature of each religion, the spread of religious pluralism and the movement towards interfaith dialogue. With the help of a team of specialist consultants in every faith, and building on a wealth
of research and first-hand source material, Mary Pat Fisher gives a fresh and complex perspective on how believers of today's faiths perceive their religion and its role in the changing world in which they live. SPECIAL FEATURES Seven features a box on religious figures in public life. The quotes of
modern teachers and practitioners of each faith. Coverage of the role of women in every tradition. Coverage of the socio-political context of modern religious practice. A map and chronology that provide a geographical and historical context for each religion. About the author: Mary Pat Fisher writes about
all religions, not only from scientific research, but also from her experience with religions around the world. Much of her knowledge comes from a unique interfaith community in India, Gobind Sadan, where she has lived since 1991. In addition to eight editions of Living Religions, she has written other
textbooks on religions as well as art. Robin Rinehart is the author of several books on Asian religions and a new co-author of Living Religions. She currently serves as Dean of the Faculty and Professor of Religious Studies at Lafayette College, Pennsylvania. This name may belong to another edition of
this name. For courses in world religions to help students understand the role of modern religions in today's changing world, living religions provides a clear and direct account of the development, doctrines and practices of major faiths followed today. The focus of everything is on the personal
consciousness of believers and their own accounts of their religion and its relevance in modern life. Authors Mary Pat Fisher and Robin Rinehart emphasize cultural customs, popular spiritual practices and varieties of religious methods, as opposed to various monolithic institutionalized religions. The tenth
edition includes new and revised content that helps students see how religion intersects with contemporary issues, including globalization, the economy, and environmental and social issues. Living Religions, Tenth Edition is also available through REVEL ™, an interactive learning environment that allows
students to read, practice and learn in one continuous experience. Find out . The attractive features of bringing world religions into life Personal interviews with followers of each faith provide an interesting and informative first-person account of each religion as perceived from within tradition. We presented
these quotes in excerpts woven throughout the text, such as new ideas from the Yoruba dancer and the Jain nun. In addition, each chapter begins with a symbolic first-person quote from this material. Accommodation... Feature boxes offer first-person quotes from different people, such as a spiritual but
not religious student in the United States.Interview boxes focus on how practicing each faith experience the beliefs and rituals of their traditions. New interview boxes were included in Chapter 1, Religious Responses, and Chapter 6, Taoism and Confucianism.Sixteen Religion in practice feature boxes
depicting the spiritual activities and beliefs of religious groups or individuals such as Native American sun dance and Hindu holy thread ceremonies, providing a fascinating insight into the considerable practices and festivals. The tenth edition includes two new Religion in Practice boxes: NEW! Religion in
practice field in Chapter 5, Buddhism, details the explanation of the senior nun's death rites in Tibetan Buddhism.NEW! Religion in the practice field in Chapter 8, Judaism, follows the stories of LGBT couples who are personally and professionally active in the Jewish community. The eight Religions in
Public Life feature boxes depicting the spiritual roots of people who make a significant contribution to modern society, such as the Dalai Lama and Desmond Tutu. The tenth edition includes two new Religion in Public Life boxes: NEW! Religion in public life box profiles Malala Yousafzai, a 2014 Nobel
Peace Prize winner who bravely continues to campaign for the right to education despite being shot by the Taliban in Pakistan. New functions! The Religion in Public Life box is dedicated to the Assembly of the People of Kazakhstan, representing 130 different religious and ethnic groups, who gather to
jointly advise the Kazakh government on public issues. Ten Educational Stories feature boxes that serve as take-off points to discuss the core values embedded in each faith. Updated! The improved image program provides 53 new images that, along with more than 200 existing images, help bring
religions to life. Many of the new photos were taken by author Mary Pat Fisher during her personal research trips for this edition. Narrative signatures provide additional information about the characteristics and orientation of each tradition and the people who practice it. Five maps that facilitate students'
understanding of specific religions have been modified and improved for this edition. from the first information throughout the book provide direct access to thinking and every tradition. Attempts are being made to use accessible modern translations to assist students in understanding. New and revised
content helps students see how religion intersects with modern NEW issues! As globalization continues to change culture and promote greater contact among people of different religions, it is becoming increasingly difficult to develop the issue of the re-development of individual religions. To address this
new problem of the world order, the authors examine the impact of globalization on religion in each chapter of the tenth edition. New functions! Linked by globalization, people around the world have been affected by a massive economic downturn. The attitude of religions to economic issues, including
greed, materialism and the growing gap between rich and poor, has been viewed throughout this edition. New functions! This tenth edition follows the disturbing trend of violence perpetrated in the name of religion, distinguishing between the basic teachings of religions, neither of which condones restless
violence, and the manner in which religions have been politicized. Each religion struggles with its reaction to modernity, including the fundamentalist and exclusive response to the growing pluralism in our societies, and this struggle is discussed in every chapter. New functions! The tenth edition includes a
new and updated coverage of how religions intersect with contemporary environmental and social issues. The authors provide material on religious approaches to contemporary environmental issues, such as oil pollution that has devastated Nigeria's coastal regions, and ominous signs of climate change
around the world. The tenth edition also covers many other social issues addressed by religious leaders, such as LGBT recognition, structural injustice, corruption, HIV/AIDS and the infanticide of women. New functions! The tenth edition includes an expanded coverage of women, with voices and
contributions from women woven into the discussion of each religion. Although progress has been made recently, obstacles to women expressing their spirituality still exist and are being discussed in the context of different religious traditions. The variety of pedagogical features increases the success of
NEW students! The goals of learning at the beginning of each chapter are designed to help students focus on key topics. To strengthen learning, these goals are presented as issues in the sections, and a brief summary of the main points is also included at the end of each chapter. Key terms defined and
highlighted in bold when they first appear are included in the extensive glossary. Many key terms are also listed and defined at the end of each chapter to help students immediately review and reinforce what they have learned. The glossary also includes guidance on many words. Updated! Proposed
reading lists of relevant books have been restored updated for each chapter. Living Religions, Tenth Edition is also available through REVEL ™, an interactive learning environment that allows students to read, practice and learn in one continuous experience. Learn more. Living Religions, Tenth Edition is
also available through REVEL ™, an interactive learning environment that allows students to read, practice and learn in one continuous experience. Learn more. The attractive function of bringing the world religion to life The Tenth Edition includes two new Religion in Practice boxes: Religion in the
practice field in Chapter 5, Buddhism, details of the explanation of the senior nun's death rites in Tibetan Buddhism.The religion in the practice field in Chapter 8, Judaism, follows the stories of LGBT couples who are personally and professionally active in the Jewish community. The tenth edition includes
two new religions in public life boxes: Religion in Public Life window profiles Malala Yousafzai, a 2014 Nobel Peace Prize winner who bravely continues to campaign for the right to education despite the taliban's firing in Pakistan. The Religion in Public Life box is dedicated to the Assembly of the People of
Kazakhstan, representing 130 different religious and ethnic groups, who gather to jointly advise the Kazakh government on public issues. Updated! The improved image program provides 53 new images that, along with more than 200 existing images, help bring religions to life. Many of the new photos
were taken by author Mary Pat Fisher during her personal research trips for this edition. Narrative signatures provide additional information about the characteristics and orientation of each tradition and the people who practice it. Five maps that facilitate students' understanding of specific religions have
been modified and improved for this edition. The new and revised content helps students see how religion intersects with contemporary issues As globalization continues to change cultures and promote greater contact between people of different religions, it becomes increasingly difficult to understand
the re-development of individual religions. To address this new problem of the world order, the authors examine the impact of globalization on religion in each chapter of the tenth edition. Linked by globalization, people around the world have been affected by a massive economic downturn. The attitude of
religions to economic issues, including greed, materialism and the growing gap between rich and poor, has been viewed throughout this edition. This tenth edition follows the disturbing trend of violence perpetrated in the name of religion, distinguishing between the basic teachings of religions, neither of
which condones restless violence, and the manner in which religions have been politicized. Every religion struggles with its reactions to including a fundamentalist and exclusive response to in our societies, and this struggle is discussed in every chapter. The tenth edition includes a new and updated
coverage of how religions intersect with contemporary environmental and social issues. The authors provide material on religious approaches to contemporary environmental issues, such as oil pollution that has devastated Nigeria's coastal regions, and ominous signs of climate change around the world.
The tenth edition also covers many other social issues addressed by religious leaders, such as LGBT recognition, structural injustice, corruption, HIV/AIDS and the infanticide of women. The tenth edition includes an expanded coverage of women, with voices and contributions from women woven into the
discussion of each religion. Although progress has been made recently, obstacles to women expressing their spirituality still exist and are being discussed in the context of different religious traditions. The variety of pedagogical functions enhances the success of students learning goals at the beginning of
each chapter designed to help students focus on key topics. To strengthen learning, these goals are presented as issues in the sections, and a brief summary of the main points is also included at the end of each chapter. Updated! The proposed lists of relevant books have been restored and updated for
each chapter. Religious answers2. Indigenous Sacred Ways3. Hinduism4. Jainism5. Buddhism6. Taoism and Confucianism7. The Synto-special section is zoroastrianism8. Judaism9. Christianity10. Islam11. Sikhism12. New religious movements13. Religion in the twenty-first century Pearson offers
special prices when you pack your text with other student resources. If you are interested in creating a cost-effective package for your students, contact your Pearson representative. World Religions (Religion) (Religion) living religions 10th edition free pdf. living religions 10th edition online free
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